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MENTAL WHOOPEE
(Price, ^1.50)
IHIS is the first time a book of entertainment has been put out in pad form
whereby each player can actually work out his own game and all players
are competing against time and one another simultaneously.
These Whoopees test your observation, concentration and sense of deduction in novel and painless ways. They are most fun when played by six or
more people.

After you have selected the Whoopee you want to play first, give each player
a sheet torn from that Whoopee pad and supply him with a pencil.
Inasmuch as each Whoopee is played as a competitive game, all the players
must start at the same time and therefore must be cautioned not to read the
directions until everyone is ready.
The player who is finished first shouts "whoopee," which puts him first in
line as winner if his paper is correct. The other players continue until three more
shout "whoopee," and that Whoopee is then over, note being taken of the order
in which the four players have finished. The answers are then read and the four
players check their papers. Accuracy counts more than speed and consequently
the first one of the four who is most accurate wins. The person who reads the
correct answers upon the completion of each Whoopee should be the only one
who has access to the answers. Never let the players see the answers until

they have finished all the Whoopees they are going to play.
A few of the Whoopees may be changed to fit the occasion, for example:
the United States Whoopee may be played by naming the states only or the
capitals only or by naming both the states and the capitals. Also, in the jigsaw Whoopee only six out of the eight strips need be solved.
If several of these Whoopees are played at one time, it is suggested that more
than four players be allowed to finish and individual time scores be kept.
The answer to each Whoopee will be found on the inside cardboard cover
of each pad.

Observation Whoopee
If you were present for three minutes at the scene of the accident pictured below, and later were questioned as a witness, how

many questions relating to it could you answer? Study this plc-
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ture carefully for three minutes; then turn the page and without
referring to the picture again, answer as many of the questions
as you can.
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I. At what time did the accident happen?....

2. What was the date of the accident?.
3. At the Intersection of what two streets did It occur?.....
4. Which direction was the truck going?...

5. Was the truck on the right or wrong side of the street?
6. What was the license number of the truck?..

7. What was its capacity?
8. What is the name of the company that owns the truck?.
9. What is the address of the company?.
10. What does the company sell?...

I I. What Is the telephone number of the company?
12. Was the truck going toward the company's ofRce?.
13. Was the truck full or empty?.
14. What Is the number of the store on the corner?

15. Who occupies it?
16. What Is the business?.
17. Who occupies the store next to the Real Estate place on Avenue A?
18. What does he sell?..
19. Is there a jewelry store in the picture?..
20. Is the clock in front of the Jewelry store?,.
21. Who occupies the jewelry store?.
22. In front of which store is the tree?....... ..............................„;„:.

23. Was there anyone near the tree?..

24. Did you notice any letter box In the picture?
25. On which street is the hydrant?.
26. What business Is next to the drug store?.
27. What is the name of the drug store?
28. How many people are shown in the picture?
29. How many people saw the accident?.

30. Did the lady and gentleman walking together see the accident?
31. Was anyone looking out of a window?.

32. Did the lady by the tree see the accident?
33. Was there any hill or steep grade on either street?..
34. Was the man completely run over?.

Concentration Whoopee
This Whoopee will test your powers of concentration. Do not

get excited. The person who is finished first may not be the win•^TC'^B^y^ ner« Accuracy counts as well as speed.
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On the back of +h!s paper write the word "year."
To the right of the word "year" write the number of days In a year.
Under the number of days in a year write the word "month."
If an hour is more than a minute, write the word "week" over the word "year."
If there are more weeks in a year than days in a month, cross out the words
"week" and "month," and write the number of seconds in a minute under the
word "year*"

If there are less days in a week than months in a year, write the number of weeks
in a month over the number of days in a year.
Don't cross out the word "year" unless there are twice as many hours in a day
as there are months in a year.
If you have crossed out the number of weeks in a month, write the number of
seconds in a minute over the word "week." If you have not, write the number

of hours in a day next to the number of days !n a year.
If there are as many seconds in a minute as minutes In an hour, cross out the
number of seconds in a minute and write the number of minutes in an hour over
the number of hours in a day.
If the number of hours in a day Is less than the number of weeks in a year, write
half of thenumberofweeksin a year under renumber of seconds in a minute.
If there are over twi'ce as many weeks in two years as there are years in a cenfury, write the word "cen+ury" over the word week," unless you kave crossed
out the word "week"; in which case. cross out the number of weeks in a month.

Jig-saw Whoopee
The pieces below fit together like jigsaw puzzles. Each row is a
separate puzzle, containing a complete strip. Starting with No. I

number each piece in its right order from left to right so that they
will all fit together. Puzzle No. 4 has been done for you.
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Scrambled Word Whoopee
These sentences certainly need straightening out. It is up +o you
to make sense out of each one, writing it in the space directly below if. Be sure you use every word that appears in each. The

periods and commas follow the same words as they will in the cor
^ \-//^/*Y\ rec+ed sentences.
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I. Einstein, governed the law. are proved that same electricity by relativity,
and .gravitation of the theory of originator

2. Wash the army against the American it is to flag. regulations

3. You check a bill not pay a receipt, whenever it is necessary to get by

4. The sum of 4 and three equals 3.3's plus the product of two 2's of the sum

5. Valuable valuable platinum is gold more scarcer, it is but it much because

6. Is 4's.of forty four and eleven the sum

7. The earth determined the sea that the amount of scientists claimed as

accurately as it by the age of salt formations, in by by can is rock be

8. The sun. is hotter in winter because in the earth the summer gets summer

in i+ than is it of rays direct

9. There are ten legitimate cities combined, in New York are there m the
next CI+y more than largest theatres

Scrambled Letters Whoopee
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Here Ts a I?st of forty different fruits and vegetables with the letters of eacft
name all mixed up. Straighten.+hem out as fast a$ you can by writing the
correctly spelled name on the dotted (ines to the right.
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1.

ape

............

21.

y

I

eec

r

2. caehp...................................................... 22. apprins

3. e feb............................................................ 23. nitegenra

4, r o c n .............. 24. hsq a s u

5. n o o n i ...................................................... 25. mubreucc

6. pa lep nip e ................................. 26. m pupn 1 k .....

7. p ut ri n .............................................. 27. aefgpr+rlu

8. g ran e o.................................................. 28. a bca be g

9. t o o p a+................................................... 29. ul+teec

10. k e I e ............................................................ 30. drsahl.

II. 1 c-u e n q ................................................... 31. ryhrabb

12. c a s h n ip ................................................ 32. i-a psuga sa .

13. m a foot................................................. 33. oshmorum

14. p e a I p ............................................... 34- h e re r y

15. rip of a c........................................... 35. leg n a f 9 p

16. orafcr...................................................... 36. weis+errrby

17. a syp rl e ......................................... 37. fan r uc r

18. fu wcfil 9 r e a.................... 38. p&atnotcua

t9. p r e a g...................................................... 39. umpl

20. s 1 r ? n a ..................................................... 40. reap

United States Whoopee
In the map of the United States shown below, each state is numbered.
Write the name of each state after its corresponding number on the

lines below the map. The capital of each state may be included after
the name if desired. State number four has been done for you. Time

allowed: 25 minutes.
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Photo Negative Whoopee
^ach of these filled in diagrams has a similar diagram below it.
You are to fill in the lower one as follows: Where the original is

white, fill in black; where the original Is black, fill in 9rey: do not
fill in the spaces which are ^rey in the original.
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